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Abstract

We describe a simple approximate nonperturbative method for
treating time-dependent problems that works well in the intermedi-
ate regime far from both the sudden and the adiabatic Limits. The
method consists of applying the Magnus expansion after transforming
to the adiabatic basis defined by the eigenstates of the instantaneous
Hamiltonian. A few exactly soluble examples are considered in order
to assess the domain of validity of the approximation.
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Problems involving time-dependent Hamiltonians are usually treated
by perturbation methods. An exact treatment is however possible for a
very large class of such Hamiltonians in the infinitely fast (sudden) or in-
finitely slow (adiabatic) limit. The latter has been extensively investigated
after Berry1 and Simon2 uncovered the remarkable geometric properties of
the additional phase hidden in the formulation of the quantum adiabatic
theorem3'4 and to which nobody paid attention before. Many significant
contributions reporting on manifestations of the geometrical phase in dif-
ferent areas can be found in Réf. 5.

The adiabatic theorem provides solid ground for accurately calculating
small effects due to the finite slowness met in actual physical processes
by various approximate methods such as perturbation theory,6""8 unitary
iteration,9'10 WKB,11'12 or analytic continuation in the complex /-plane.13"15

Rapidly changing Hamiltonians which are close to the sudden limit are also
easily handled by several methods. In particular an efficient nonperturba-
tive approach is provided by the so-called Magnus expansion.16'1' By con-
trast, no reliable approximation method seems to be available yet in the
intermediate regime far from both extreme situations mentioned above. In
this Letter we adopt a pragmatic point of view and explore the outcome
of a simple procedure which consists in applying the Magnus approach in
the adiabatic basis set. The results obtained so far seem most promising.
While the sudden limit now is out of reach, the new procedure appears to
be extremely efficient in both the adiabatic and intermediate regimes.

Before proceeding with this program it is useful to recall briefly the
Magnus expansion in its usual setting and to discuss an instructive example.
Let us consider a finite-dimensional complex vector space referred to a fixed
basis set {(n)}, and a hermitian Hamilton operator depending smoothly on
time through the variable 5 = t/T, where T determines the time scale.
The time development of the system is globally contained in the unitary
evolution operator U(s) = t r(s,0) (occasionally U(s) = U(s, — oo) is better
suited). The Schrôdinger equation satisfied by U(s) reads

U(s) = H ( s ) U ( S ) , U(O) = I, (1)

where the dot means the derivative with respect to s and H = (T/iti)H
is a dimensionless antihermitian operator. Magnus16 has derived a true
exponential solution (i.e. without chronological ordering) U(s) = exp[0(s)j



of Eq.(l ) where the antihermitian operator fl(s) is given by an infinite
nested commutator expansion. The first two terms hi this expansion fl(s) =

are

Q1(S) = TdS1F(S1), n2(s) = * /" da' f àa"[Ê(»'),6(8")]. (2)
Jn u Jo JQ

Higher terms can be generated recursively18 but in some special cases the ex-
pansion actually stops after a few terms (e.g. for time-independent Hamil-
tonians, driven harmonic oscillators, etc). Since the general term is of
order 7"" one expects the Magnus method to work well near the sudden
limit (T —t O) and very badly in the adiabatic regime (T —> oo). On the
other side unitarity is always trivially satisfied at any order of truncation
in the expansion.

The example which we consider now as a test case is the Rosen-Zener
(RZ) collision-like Hamiltonian19

H (S)=E0V:+ V(s)<rx, V(S) = V0/cosh s, (3)

where ±E0 are the "unperturbed" energy levels and (T1, az are Pauli ma-
trices. Here the fixed basis is implicitly assumed to consist of the eigen-
vectors of a.. Since the diagonal part HO = EO<TZ does not depend on
time and is readily integrated it is natural to adopt a new basis defined
by \n(s)) = CXp(If0

5)!") which amounts to multiplying each of the unit
vectors by a variable phase factor. The evolution operator then factorizes
as U = exp(-ff0s)Ef(/ ', which is the standard procedure for transforming to
the interaction (Dirac) picture. This yields a new Hamiltonian

H ( 1 } ( s ) = V(SX(T1 cos £s - av sin £s ), (4)

where £ = 2EgTfH measures the ratio between the "interaction" time T
and the "internal" time of the system h /2E0. Analytical results have been
obtained for the exact evolution operator f7(f)(oo, -oo) and for the Magnus
approximants in Eq.(2) (with the integration extended from —oo to +00).17

For further reference we give below the exact "spin-flip" transition probabil-
ity and the approximate formulas obtained in first order from perturbation
theory and from the Magnus expansion :

P =
 5^ f p rf p _ • 2 r '?

" ' "' ~ 1 M1 [cosh(Tr£/2)



Here ?; — irV0T/h is a dimensionless strength parameter. It is apparent
that for small f (i.e. near the sudden limit) the Magnus approximation is
very close to the exact result whatever the value of ?/, whereas perturbation
theory is in serious trouble with unitarity when 7; is large. On the other side
for large £ the Magnus approximation and perturbation theory are almost
equivalent and agree with Pex only if t] is small enough. This behavior is
illustrated in Fig. Ia.

We now go back to the general case. Sure enough, the Dirac picture
may be introduced also when the diagonal part H0 of H(S) depends itself
on time (instead of HQS we would simply have the integral of HO(S)). One
should expect, however this step to be even more effective if it is done after
we transform to the "adiabatic" picture by changing from the fixed basis
to that defined by the eigenvectors |n(s)) of the instantaneous total Hamil-
tonian H(S). For simplicity we assume the energy spectrum of H ( s ) to
be free from any accidental or systematic, symmetry induced, degeneracies
(the latter restriction can be removed by using the projector approach20'21 ).
We can always arrange so that the transformation from the fixed basis to
the adiabatic one be generated by a smoothly varying unitary operator G(S)
such that |n(s)) = £Gmn(s) |™) (hence G'mn(s) = ( m \ n ( s ) ) ) . This is in the
spirit of the adiabatic theorem. We therefore have G * ( s ) H ( s ) G ( s ) = E(S)=

S), E,(3),...] and

U(s) = G(S)Uc(S)G (Q). (6)

The equation satisfied by UG(S) reads

UG(*) = Ho(*)UG(a), (7)

where
HG(S) = E(S) -G^(S)G(S) (8)

and E(S) is a diagonal matrix with elements TEn(s)/ih. Let us now split
up the new Hamiltonian into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts, viz.

HG(S) = H0(S) + H1(S), (9)

where

H0 = E- (G^G)d, H1 = -(GtGLi- (10)



At this point we are in a much better position for introducing an inter-
action picture by writing

UG(S) = exp (fads'H0(S')) UP(s). (11)

The Schrodinger equation for UQ reads

Up(s) = Bg)(S)Up(S), U^(O) = 7, (12)

with

^7)(3) - exp (-fads'H0(S
1)) H1(S)CKp (fads'H0(3')] . (13)

Equivaleiitly U^ is obtained by solving the integral equation

UP(S) = I + /' d,'H1P(S)UP(S1). (14)
/o

The new Haiiiiltonian HQ is of course non diagonal, like HI , but in addition
its matrix elements contain some phases increasing linearly with T that
arise from the diagonal part HO- In analogy with the well known Riemann-
Lebesgue lemmas22 this eventually leads to the vanishing of the integral
in Eq.(14) when T —» oo, i.e. to the adiabatic theorem (notice the close
connection with the semiclassical limit h —* O).

The operator UQ (s) is all one needs for calculating transition prob-
abilities between instantaneous eigenstates. Solving Eq.(14) by iteration
we generate the adiabatic perturbation expansion which gives good results
when T is large for the reason stated above. To first order one has simply

s1HP(S1). (15)

Alternatively we can integrate Eq.(12) by using the Magnus expansion
which has the advantage of preserving unitarity to each order (in this re-
spect Fer's infinite product expansion offers another promising possibility.23

The first order approximation then reads

Up(s) ~ exp (fa As1EP(S1 j). (16)



Notice that the second term //, in the right-hand side of Eq.(9) is of
purely geometric origin, whereas HO contains both a dynamical part (E)
and a geometrical part. This corresponds to the now familiar splitting of
the phase acquired by a system evolving adiabatically from an eigenstate
of the instantaneous Hamiltonian. However the geometrical character here
is more general as it is not. related to a parameter space, but rather to the
Hilbert space of states (as in the Aharonov-Anandan24 analysis, ana ;s man-
ifest in the fact that does not depend on the time-scale T. It is obvious that
the two characters (geometrical and dynamical) are completely mixed up in
the adiabatic interaction Hamiltonian HG and hence in UG . This inter-
mingling is responsible, in particular, for Berry's geometrical factors in the
amplitudes of inelastic transitions.15 Finally we remark that the evolution
operator UQ automatically takes into account the specific properties of the
basis as a function of time. It furnishes the correct answer irrespective to
such conditions as parallel transport or one-valuedness. Since the diagonal
elements of G^G are just the scalar products (H(,S)|H(,S)}, this is simply
a matter of transfer of the geometrical phase from Hg to the eigenstates
defining the adiabatic basis, or viceversa.

Before discussing specific examples, it is of interest to consider a general
two-state problem described by the Hamiltonian

ff(s) = a(s)<7, (17)

where a(s) is a real time-dependent vector with spherical components
a(sin 9 cos </>, sin 0 sin <j>, cos 9). A simple choice for the diagonalizing oper-
ator is G(S) = 6(s)(T, with the unit vector b pointing in the direction of
6 = à + (• (k - unit vector along the s-axis). Rirther one finds

HG(S) = (T/ih)a<T; - i(b xb)<r, (18)

where the first term represents the diagonalized Hamiltonian E and the sec-
ond term the complete geometrical contribution. In spherical coordinates
the two pieces of HG defined in Eq.(9) read

H0 = [{T/ifi) f l + lX-K-, H1 = UfI1(T1 +IJy(Ty), (19)

where the vector /x = p,(s) has components



cos0, (20)

-cos0) = -<£sii

Thus if <p is constant there is no geometrical contribution to the operator
H0 and henceforth no Berry phase.

Let us now consider again the RZ Hamiltonian in Eq. (3). Since the
vector a has no y-component (<^> = O) Eq. (18) reduces to

HG(S) =(T/ik)a<Tt-i(e/2)<Tu, (21)

where a2 = E% + V0
2/ cosh2 s and cot 8 — (E0 /Vo) cosh s. For the adiabatic

interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (13) we further get

H{c\s) = -i(9/2)[<r, sin A(S) + <rv cos A(s)], (22)

where
A(S) = (2T/K) / ds'a(s'). (23)

Jo
The new Hamiltouian is quite similar to that in Eq. (4 ) especially with
regard to the oscillatory behaviour characteristic for the interaction picture.
It should be noticed however that in H^1^ the scale parameter T enters as
an overall multiplicative factor, whereas in HG it appears only in the phase
A(S). As discussed above, that is precisely what lends support for applying
perturbation theory to the latter Hamiltonian when T is large. By the same
token we expect the Magnus expansion to be successful under even wider
conditions.

The integration in Eq. (23) can be done analytically and leads to

^p, p = sinh s/(a3 + sinh2 s)1/2, (24)-
L 1 — p TT TTC

with parameters £ , » / , as denned before and Q2 = 1 + (2?/ /?r£)2. Using
perturbation theory and the Magnus approximation to first order in the
adiabatic ba' is (which, by the way, coincides with the fixed one at s = ±00 )
one event ua'i'y finds for the spin-flip transition probability :

-sin2 g, (25)



where

q= f dOshiA(s), (tan B0 = 2T77X). (26)
JQ

The expression of p in Eq.(24) in terms of O reads

In Fig. Ib we compare the numerical results given by the new approxi-
mations with the exact formula of Eq.(5). Especially striking is the gain
achieved when using the adiabatic Magnus approximation in the interme-
diate regime (moderate values of £).

Another important soluble collisional model is the so-called Landau-
Zener (LZ) Hamiltonian2s~M

H(s)=E(3)<rs + V0ff., E(3) = E0s, (28)

which describes the case of two attracting energy levels (avoided crossing).
Here the fixed basis consists of the eigenstates belonging to the two "un-
perturbed" energies ±E(s). In the Dirac picture one obtains

#">(<; ) = F0 ((T1 cos Zs2 - ffy sin Cs2 ), (29)

where £ = EaT/h. In order to calculate the transition probability in per-
turbation theory and in the Magnus approximation we must integrate over
s from —oo to +00. This leads to infinities which can be easily handled
by some regularization procedure (e.g. by slightly rotating the integration
path in the complex plane). Notice that since the unperturbed levels do
C1-OSs, the fixed eigenstate which belonged to positive energy ("spin up")
before the collision will belong to negative energy ("spin down") after it,
and vice versa. Thus the off-diagonal matrix element of the evolution op-
erator J7(r) represents indeed a no-spin-flip amplitude. For the spin-flip
probability the exact LZ formula and the first order approximations read

/>r ^eXPf-TTT7 V£), P p 1 = I - I T l 7 V E , P M l = C O S 2 T T T 7 V E , (30)

where T7 = V0T /ft. The validity of both approximate formulas is clearly
restricted to very small values of T7

2 /Ç (cf. Fig. 2a),

I



In the adiabatic basis there is no level interchange, so that the off-
diagonal matrix element of UQ gives directly the spin-flip transition prob-
ability. Diagonalizatiou of H ( s ) proceeds as in the RZ case and one retrieves
Eqs.(21)-(23), except that now a2 = E^s2 +VJ and cot 6 = (E0/V0)s (hence
O decreases steadily from TT to O). This results in the following approximate
transition probabilities :

P'pl = q\ P1M1=Sm2C, (31)

where

del cos A(5) (32)
JQ

and
A(S) = (7/2/0[lncot(fl/2) + cos 6/ sin2 9], (33)

on account of the relation between s and 9. As seen in Fig. 2b the adiabatic
Magnus approximation closely approaches the exact curve at both small and
large values of the parameter rf /£. An alternative approach for applying
the Magnus approximation to the LZ model has been devised by Korsch
and Kriiger.29

As a further example we apply the above formalism to a spin one-half
system in a rotating magnetic field that makes an angle O with the ;-axis.
For this case Eq.(17) holds with a = (t)/2)-yB yielding the dimensionless
Hamiltonian

H ( s ) = ~(i1T/2)B(s)cr. (34)

Here •) is the gyromagnetic ratio, T = 2îr/u> is the period of rotation and

B ( S ) = B(sin0 cos2îrs,sin# sin 27rs,cos 0). (35)

The exact solution of Eq.(1) is readily worked out by substituting U =
exp(—Ursa-. )Uft. As a result the system is referred to a rotating frame
in which the magnetic field and hence the Hamiltonian are constant, so
that UR may be written at once.30 From UR(S) one obtains the spin-flip
probability

Pez = (~,BTf2)2 sin2e>sin2 Aa /A 2 , (36)

where A2 = (-^BT/2)2 - ^BTcosO + Tr2. This refers to the spin pro-
jection on the r-axis and the corresponding states are not eigenvectors of



the Hamiltonian. Notice that such transitions occur even in the adiabatic
regime, defined by the condition BT » 1.

Our next step is to introduce the adiabatic basis via the operator G(s) =
b(s)o- with 6 = B + k. This gives

HG(S) = iipcr. + iir sin d(crx cos 2?rs + cra sin ITTS ), (37)

where
V? = -7BT /2 -Tr(I -cos 0). (38)

With regard to time structure, the new Hamiltonian is quite similar to
the original one : its diagonal part H0 = iipcr. does not depend on time,
while the off-diagonal part H\ maintains the same periodicity. The essential
difference lies in the relative magnitude of these two terms : in H they were
both large (of order BT) ; in HG the first is still of order BT, whereas the
second does not depend on B and T any more.

Because of the similarity between .Hc and H the Schrôdinger equation
for UG can also be solved exactly by transforming to a rotating frame as
explained above. The analytical expression obtained in this way reads

UG(S) = exp( -ITTSCT. )exp{t[/3<rz + (TT sin 0)<rT]s}, (39)

where /3 = y> + ir. From the matrix form of the second exponential operator
one further obtains the transition probability

PJJ5) = TT2 sin2 9 sin2 As/A2 , (40)

where A is the same as in Eq.(36). This formula was first derived by Rabi3!

and Schwinger.32 It refers to transitions between the two eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian that belong respectively to spin projections ±1/2 along the
rotating magnetic field B(S). Accordingly, the probability Pj^ vanishes in
the adiabatic limit.

In order to apply our approximation procedures, we start by integrating
the diagonal part H0 of HG. To zero order, we substitute UQ* ~ / in Eq.(ll)
and get the diagonal evolution operator of the adiabatic approximation (no
transitions) :

UG(S) ~ex.p(i<patrs). (41)

10



For 5 = 1 (one period) this gives

UG(l) - exp{-i[7flr/2 + Tr(I - cos O)Ja1), (42)

where the usual expressions for the dynamical and geometrical (Berry)
phases are clearly recognized.

The next move is to build up the adiabatic interaction HamiKonian of
Eq. (13), which results in

H(J\s) = iir sin 0(Crx cos 2(3s + <ry sin 2fls). (43)

With this form time integration is easily performed even in the higher terms
of the Magnus expansion Q = £ ̂ m • To third order one finds

O1 + H2 + H3 = ia<r (44)

where q ~ q ( s ) has components

qx = (7rsin0//3)sin/?scos/?s[l + (^ shiO/l3)2 f ( s ) } ,

qy = (w sin 0//J) sin2 (3s[l + (TT sin 0/(3)*f(s)}, (45)

q- = (TT an 8 //3)2 (/3 s - sin /5s cos /3s )/2,

and

s + Sm
2f3s~l). (46)

The corresponding approximate evolution operator is given by

(3)<r]. (47)

If only terms linear with respect to sin O are retained in the exponent
we get the first order transition probabilities :

W = 9i, ^1(S) = SiU2Ci, (48)

where ^1 = TT sin 9 sin fis //3. Using the complete expression for q further
yields the third order Magnus approximation

= (ql+ql)shl2q/q2. (49)

11



In Fig. 3 we compare these different, approximations with the exact
result of Eq.(40) for s = 1 (one complete rotation of the field) and O = TT/6.
Similar results are obtained if the time-dependent part of: the Hamiltoiiian
in Eq.(34) is treated as a perturbation. We can then define two parameters
^ = -yBT cosO (adiabaticity) and 77 = -yBT sin B (strength) in analogy with
the collision problems. Exact and approximate transition probabilities as
functions of £ for a fixed value of 77 are shown in Fig. 4. These examples
illustrate the huge Improvement, brought forth by the inclusion of higher
order terms in the Magnus expansion when the first order is not very sat-
isfactory. By contrast, with high order perturbation theory improvement
is achieved only for the lowest transition probabilities, in particular in the
adiabatic regime. The results are not shown graphically in order to avoid
confusion between too many hues.

We conclude with the hope that the problems discussed in this Letter
offer sufficiently convincing evidence of the power of the Magnus expan-
sion as a tool for approximately solving the time-dependent Schrôdinger
equation even far away from the sudden limit.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Transition probability for the two-level Rosen-Zener
Hamiltonian as a function of f for 77 = 1. Solid line = exact
result ; dotted line = first order perturbation theory ; dash-
dotted line = first order Magnus approximation, a) Dirac pic-
ture, Eq.(5). b) Adiabatic picture, Eq.(25).

Figure 2: Transition probability for the two-level Landau-Zener
Hamiltonian as a function of the parameter rf /£. Lines are
coded as in Fig. 1. a) Dirac picture, Eq.(30). b) Adiabatic
picture, Eq.(31).

Figure 3: Transition probability for a spin one-half system in a
rotating magnetic field after one period as a function of ~fBT for
O — 7T/6 (in the adiabatic picture). Lines for Eqs.(40) and (48)
are coded as in Fig. 1. The additional dashed line represents
the third order Magnus approximation, Eq.(49).

Figure 4: Transition probability for a spin one-half system in a
rotating magnetic field after one period as a function of £ for
fixed T; = 3 (in the adiabatic picture). All lines are coded as in
Fig. 3.
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